Introduction and motivation {#Sec1}
===========================

Axions and axion like particles (ALPs) are candidates for dark matter. There is thus a huge experimental effort for the search of these kind of particles. For a detailed review, we refer the reader to references \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Axions and ALPs can interact with ordinary matter in various ways. Reference \[[@CR4]\] identifies three terms:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{a}{f_0} \, F_{\mu \nu } {\tilde{F}}_{\mu \nu }, \quad \frac{a}{f_a} \, G_{\mu \nu } {\tilde{G}}_{\mu \nu }, \quad \frac{\partial _\mu a}{f_a} {\bar{\varPsi }}_f \gamma ^\mu \gamma _5 \varPsi \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$describing the coupling to photons, gluons and to the spin of fermions, respectively. The vast majority of experiments makes use of the first term \[e.g. Cavity experiments (ADMX), helioscopes (CAST), light-through-wall experiments (ALPS)\]. In addition, astrophysical observations also provide sensitive limits to the axion-photon coupling. In general, it is rather difficult for these experiments to reach masses below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{-6}\,{\mathrm{eV}}$$\end{document}$, one reason being that the axion wave length becomes too large. Furthermore, these experiments are measuring rates proportional to at least a small amplitude squared.

For the second (and third) term in the list ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) this is different. It turns out that the second term has the same structure as the QCD-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_a$$\end{document}$. This gives rise to an oscillating EDM. New opportunities to search for axions/ALPs with much higher sensitivity arise, because the signal is proportional to an amplitude *A* and not to its square. To date, NMR based methods are being used to look at oscillating EDMs \[[@CR5]\].

Another possibility is to search for axions/ALPs in storage rings. Storage ring experiments have been proposed to search for electric dipole moments of charge particles \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. These experiments allow also, with small modifications, to search for oscillating EDMs. This possibility is discussed in this paper. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} explains the principle of the experiment, how the (oscillating) EDM alters the spin motion in electromagnetic fields and leads to a polarization observable. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} statistical sensitivities for oscillating EDMs based on these polarization observables are presented.

Spin motion in storage rings {#Sec2}
============================

The spin motion relative to the momentum vector in electric and magnetic fields is governed by the Thomas-BMT equation \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {S}$$\end{document}$ in this equation denotes the spin vector in the particle rest frame, *t* the time in the laboratory system, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the following discussion it is more convenient to write Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} in matrix form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Resonance case {#Sec4}
--------------
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Off-resonance case {#Sec5}
------------------

For the off-resonance case the vertical polarization is obtained by multiplying Eq. [11](#Equ11){ref-type=""} with *PA*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The central red curve in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the figure of merit (FOM) defined as the inverse of the variance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} gives an overview over frequency ranges accessible at the existing Cooler Synchrotron COSY at Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany using polarized protons and deuterons and for a planned prototype storage ring with combined electric and magnetic bending fields for an EDM measurement \[[@CR14]\]. Other parameters, like number of stored particles *N*, efficiency *f*, analyzing power *A*, polarization *P* and spin coherence time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The accuracy estimates are given for two scenarios One year of beam time ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The dots in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} indicate one-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the second scenario we start with the total running time available in one year, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The corresponding limits are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} as colored areas. The green line shows estimates from reference \[[@CR1]\] scaled to match them with the assumptions made in this document about the parameters *N*, *f*, *P*, *A*.

The same is shown for running at COSY. The fact that the limits using a pure magnetic ring are getting worse at smaller frequency is due to the fact that for lower frequencies, the magnetic field is lower, which in turns makes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and conclusion {#Sec7}
======================

Analytic expressions for the spin motion in presence of an oscillating EDM in storage rings were derived from the Thomas-BMT equation. These were used to give sensitivity estimates for the axion-gluon coupling at COSY and at a prototype EDM ring. This was done for two scenarios: (1) Running at one fixed frequency, (2) covering a wide range in frequency.

The results are in good agreement compared to reference \[[@CR1]\] where a numerical approach was used to find sensitivities.

Appendix A: Solution of equation [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} {#Sec8}
========================================================
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The solution for the Eq. [27](#Equ27){ref-type=""} can be found using the variation of constant method:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.1: Resonance case: variance of a slope {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------
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Putting everything together one finds$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.2: Off-resonance case: variance of an amplitude {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------

A polarization given by Eq. [18](#Equ18){ref-type=""} leads to the following count rate in the detector:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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